


DYSPHONIA is easy to say but difficult to live with. 

The term simply means 'difficulty making voice sounds' . It can be acute (short lived, like

laryngitis) or chronic and life changing. 

Dysphonia can stand alone or it can be a symptom of other health conditions - but no matter

the diagnosis, the impact of a chronic voice disorder can be devastating.

Dysphonia can impact mental health and wellbeing; and it can damage relationships and

careers. 

It is misunderstood and frequently misdiagnosed - the ADN wants to change that.
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... DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT  ...
HERE IS JUST A TASTE OF LIFE WITH A VOICE DISORDER

(QUOTES FROM OUR SUPPORT GROUP)

"I am a director of nursing, I tried so hard today to do the pre-op
phonecalls, I failed. The first patient told me that I sound so sick, and I
have a horrible voice. I tried to explain I have a voice disorder. I failed.

My voice failed me... I got past the questions .... but this sucks"

"Hi everyone - just got off the phone. It was very difficult
to talk and I scared the man on the line. How about some hugs"? 

"I avoid certain groups now because they 
don't want to listen to my voice  ... and I don't

use the phone anymore except to call close family" 

" I'm too embarrassed to speak because I sound like I have a brain injury. I
will be judged immediately and people make assumptions based on how I

sound. I choose to whisper as I sound normal apart from the whispery
voice. This I believe is stigma and I feel hopeless to change that" 

"Thanks so much for the welcome. I've been seeing an ENT specialist for a
year now, but the mental and emotional impacts have been getting tougher.

I thought that joining a community might help me feel less alone in my
condition"' 



Continually
chasing that 

elusive funding 

Networks begin 
to explode, ... then along

comes a pandemic 
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2021

Still chasing that 
elusive funding 

2021/22 2022/232022

The world 
impacted by 

COVID19
& voice disorders

grow but  priorities
are elswhere

2020 2019 2018 2017

2010 2014 2015 2016
ONGOING

2016/17

A seed was sown
after a trip to the

USA

3 'dysphonics' met
to talk about what 
might be possible

November 
a self funded forum held

'dysphonia-let's talk 
about it

April  - $10k sponsorship
ADN became a 

registered Health 
Promotion Charity &

Board was established

 Resources developed 
network growing

website active
online support group 

'It's Working'
network # growing

partnerships forming
first research scholarship

announced

October  Forum
'Voice Disorders - 

join the conversation'

First Project Grant 
used to develop 

educational video material
 

Videos launched, with
both, lived experience &

professional content.
Stage 2 research 

project announced
 

World Voice Day
'Light-Up Campaign'

reaches right across the 
country. 78 iconic sites 

glow red to 
support voice awareness

Social Media keeps us 
connected while isolation &

masks cause distress.
International partnerships

are nurtured & strengthened. 
Funding opportunities are

severely impacted by 
natural disasters. 

from a group of  3 
we now have

 
287 in online  private support group

1.3k engaged followers
16.6k video views

500 people on our mailing list
50k+ visits to our website

 

'from little things - big things grow'
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A  M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  C H A I R
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It's been another challenging and busy year for our tiny but dedicated team. 

While the pandemic has been downgraded, it's impact... (along with a series of 
 natural disasters right across the globe), continues to affect the charity sector.
But funding for ADN has always been a challenge. 

Whether we like it or not, voice disorders are not valued in the same way as life
threatening health conditions. And while we understand that, we know that
they are life-altering, and a huge source of distress for those affected; so we
will continue to advocate for voice to be valued in the same way as other
chronic conditions, and continue to search for funding. 
 
World Voice Day April 2022 was our biggest yet. We saw 78 iconic landmarks
across the country glowing red to show support for voice issues. These
landmarks included high profile sites like the Storey Bridge in Brisbane and
Federation Square in Melbourne ...right through to a water tower at Palmerston
in the Northern Territory. The sites provided a focal point for media attention
and opportunities to start conversations about voice disorders, we achieved this
through wide reaching national radio interviews and media moments. We plan
to expand our illumination campaign next year, so keep an eye out for light up
locations near you.

While we did not achieve it this year, ADN remains committed to developing a
GP Education module in the hope of speeding up diagnosis and management.
We know that the impacts of dysphonia will be lessened, if voice concerns are
taken seriously,  addressed early, and a specialist voice assessment made. This
will be our target project for the coming year - but once again that 'F' word
becomes a challenge.

From a personal perspective, the post-pandemic rebound has meant that my
(paid) work commitments have skyrocketed and my time has been tighter than
normal, so I really appreciate the hard work and support of all of the Directors
this past year more than ever. 
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A particular shout out to Brenda who has stepped up and excelled in her co-
ordination of World Voice Day activities; and Greg who has kept his eye firmly
on our governance and bank balance (as well as rubbing shoulders with a few
politicians along the way in an effort to promote us).

Despite facing her own health challenges, Lyn has continued to provide a
critical eye where needed, reviewing and giving valuable feedback on various 
 communications; while Judy continues to be a solid voice of reason as well as
our window into the world of voice health professionals.  

We have welcomed Tania onboard with open arms, and in doing so we've
firmly planted our feet in South Australia - as well as in some new tertiary
networks that I'm sure will be helpful as we move forward. 

I'm proud that ADN has continued to grow and kick goals despite the chaos in
the world this past year, but most importantly I'm proud that we have 
 continued to connect with and give hope to those who need us.  

On a personal note I was excited to represent ADN by speaking at the
Australian Voice Association Conference in August. It was the first time that I
had taken to the stage with a microphone in almost 17 years, but it was so
worth it to be able to provide a reality check about the true impact of
dysphonia on those who are affected. The power of lived experience can never
be underestimated and the audience reaction was proof that the message hit
the mark. 

A special thanks to our network of voice health professionals; ENTs,
Laryngologist and Speech/Voice  Pathologists who have continued to support
the ADN as well as provide high quality specialist care for those who need it.

Louise Bale
Chairperson
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2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 2  F I N A N C I A L  R E P O R T

Declaration by the Board of Directors 

The Board of Directors confirm the Financial Statements for the year ending
30th June 2022, and that they provide a true and fair view of the Australian
Dysphonia Network Inc financial performance. The Board of Directors declare
in their opinion:

A) The Income Statement gives a true and fair view of all income and
expenditure.

B) The Balance Sheet gives a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
organisation.

C) The Provisions of the Act, the Regulations and the conditions attached to
the  fundraising authority, have been complied with by the organisation, and
that 
 
D) The internal controls exercised by the organisation are appropriate and
effective in accounting for all income received and applied for, by the
organisation from any of its fundraising appeals. 

Louise Bale                                                               Gregory Davis
Chairperson                                                               Secretary

Dated 8th September 2022                                                               
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P R O F I T  &  L O S S  S T A T E M E N T
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B A L A N C E  S H E E T  
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 O U R  D I R E C T O R S

Louise Bale
Chairperson
 

Brenda Simmonds
Vice Chairperson
Treasurer

 

Judith Rough
Director 

Lynette White
Director 

 

Greg Davis
 Secretary 

Public Officer 
 

Tanya Savelli
Director 

 



O U R  S T R E N G T H S

We are a network of people with lived
experience of dysphonia, who share a
passion for supporting others.
We represent a diverse range of professional
skills and expertise.
We are optimistic and we value wellness.

That all Australians experiencing chronic voice
disorders, are able to access early diagnosis,
management and treatment, and that they are
aware of and feel supported by the Australian
Dysphonia Network Inc

O U R  V I S I O N

O U R  M I S S I O N

To provide support and help to others affected
by dysphonia, while educating, lobbying and
raising awareness of voice disorders within the
community and the medical profession. The
Australian Dysphonia Network Inc.  works in
collaboration with voice healthcare
professionals for mutual benefit.
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WHAT WE STAND FOR



ADVOCATE  
Help us to spread the word that voice matters - just like sight and
hearing 

INFORM 
Yourself, visit our website and stay in touch with what we're up to  
 www.adn.org.au 

DONATE 
Make a tax deductible donation HERE

FUNDRAISE
Make us your chosen charity for a fundraising campaign. HERE

SPONSOR
Contact us to to discuss possibilities for corporate sponsorship - either
one off or as an ongoing partner. 

GET SOCIAL WITH US
Find us at:

H O W  Y O U  C A N  H E L P  U S

https://australiandysphonianetwork.org/
https://australiandysphonianetwork.org/
https://www.mycause.com.au/charity/21302/AustralianDysphoniaNetwork
https://www.mycause.com.au/charity/21302/AustralianDysphoniaNetwork
https://australiandysphonianetwork.org/2016/06/04/contact-us/

